Save Thousands on Glass Brick
Installations with an Early Phone Call
TO SAVE EXPENSIVE RECTIFICATION COSTS

PLEASE READ THIS!
VITAL INFORMATION
FOR ALL BUILDERS

bring about a solution to a very unnecessary problem”
Russell hopes that builders will begin to make contact at
the start of a project even as early as tender stage so that
this problem is dealt with as efficiently as possible.

An oversight in the understanding of glass brick installation can cost builders hundreds and sometimes thousands of dollars in rectification works. It is consistently a
problem within the building industry.

Please don’t rely on written measurements
when plans call for glass brick windows
Builders assume that all is well and build their walls
based on the plan measurements, unaware that later in
the project when they finally call in the glass bricklayers
the news is bad - the glass
bricks won’t fit!
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If they call before the construction of the concrete
panels & brickwork the
opening can be adjusted to
the correct measurements.
This oversight may mean
that the surrounding walls
must be modified (expensive
& often impossible) especially with engineered concrete panels that don’t allow for saw cutting of structural areas around windows.

Russell Perry - campaigning to
inform builders to research
glass brick window sizes before
they start building

Russell Perry, Managing Director of Absolute Brilliance
Glass Bricks speaks of his frustrations with this ongoing
issue -

“As a large part of the building industry seldom use glass brick windows, we have found
that builders are, in general, not prepared for
the pitfalls of inadequate preparation.”
“Our company has decided that the best way to get the
message out there is to inform them ourselves. We are
hoping that a focus on builders and architects should

“The size of the window changes between
mortar, silicone and fire rated systems and
again with our opening window systems”
For further information, design assistance or quotes for
Co m me r c ia l,
Industrial
or
Domestic projects please call
Ru sse ll
on
1300 GLASS
B R I C K S
(local call cost)
Check out our
website for the
latest
design
ideas and loads The latest innovation: entire windows that open
of useful info.
exclusive to Absolute Brilliance Glass Bricks
“THE FUTURE OF BUILDING IS ABSOLUTE BRILLIANCE”

CALL 1300 GLASS BRICKS
(1300 452 772 Local call cost)
Fax (03) 9899 0001 Mobile 0418 396 107
Web site: www.absolutebrilliance.com.au
email: info@absolutebrillance.com.au
“YOUR SMILE IS OUR REWARD, THAT’S WHEN WE’VE DELIVERED”

